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yourChoice



YourChoice is a concept that allows you to create   
a unique product in an easy way. By keeping  
main materials in stock a fast and qualitative  
delivery is guaranteed. Besides customization by  
mixing & matching with colours and materials you 
can elevate your customers satisfaction by taking 
personalization a huge step forward! 

Fast delivery

In todays environment faster 
deliveries are becoming  
more and more important.  
Keeping at our factories  
an appropriate and wide  
level of materials in stock  
allows us to reduce our 
lead times to maintain this 
competitive advantage.

Small quantities
Creating a product that 
perfectly suits your customers 
corporate style is also feasible 
for lower quantities! By holding 
inventories at the source  
we can meet the demand  
for smaller customization 
projects at a consistent  
price whilst safeguarding  
the correct quality.

Fully compliant

Above all, your gifts should 
always be safe. We can assure 
you any YourChoice customized 
gift will meet all relevant quality 
requirements. Your gift will be 
safe, socially compliant and 
environmentally respectful.  
Let us worry about compliancy 
standards so you can spend 
your time on the fun part: 
creating the perfect gift.

Customize your gift
YourChoice offers you the  
best-selling product categories 
with a wide range of items 
ready to be customized. 
Throughout the catalogue we 
highlight design examples, to 
demonstrate just a small part 
of what is possible. Look for the 
icon and allow us to inspire you.

yourChoice
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yourCap

250

Customize your cap  
A cap has been a popular promotional item 
already for years and works as a perfect eye 
catcher during big events. Select any basic 
model and customize it to match your taste  
and preferences. YourCap offers a variety of caps 
and hats, from a classic one-size-fits-all baseball 
cap to a snapback cap or sun hat. Choose 
among many customizable features with a 
minimum order quantity of only 250 pieces!

The next level of personalization  
A cap offers so many branding possibilities  
that you can let your imagination run free. 
Whether you prefer a label, a sticker, a simple 
logo or even an all-over print, the choice 
is yours. Take advantage of these endless 
possibilities and wear your brand with pride.

Hook and loop closure PlasticMetal

Closure

Optional sticker

Sticker

Outside Inside

Label

FlatCurved

Visor

Sandwich MetalSewed

Eyelet

Coloured visor stripes

Stripes

Minimum order quantity

Different 
colour panels

Printing technique

Eyelet

Colour top button

All-over printing

Colour sewing
Closure

Personalized label
Colour visor

Full customisation options

yourCap
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MH1002

MH1001
5 panel baseball cap.  
Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1002
6 panel baseball cap.  
Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1003
5 panel sandwich baseball cap. 
Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1004
6 panel sandwich baseball cap. 
Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

yourCap
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MH1013

MH1011
5 panel baseball cap with 
reflective band. Pre-curved visor. 
Hook and loop closure.

MH1013
5 panel baseball cap in 2 colours 
with trimming on pre-curved visor. 
Hook and loop closure. 

MH1012
6 panel baseball cap  
in 2 colours. Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1016
6 panel baseball cap with piping on 
front panel and trimming on pre-curved 
visor. Hook and loop closure.

yourChoice
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MH1014
5 panel baseball cap with sandwich 
and coloured stitching. Pre-curved 
visor. Hook and loop closure.

MH1018
5 panel Baseball cap with front 
panel in polyester, standard cotton 
pre-curved visor and other panels. 
Hook and loop closure.

MH1008
5 panel flat visor cap. Flat visor. 
Hook and loop closure.

MH1005
5 panel baseball cap  
in 2 colours. Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1015
6 panel baseball cap with sandwich 
and coloured stitching. Pre-curved 
visor. Hook and loop closure.

MH1020
6 panel Baseball cap with 
embroidered pattern on pre-curved 
visor. Hook and loop closure.

MH1021
5 panel Baseball cap with piping on  
pre-curved visor. Hook and loop closure.

MH1019
5 panel Baseball cap with flat 
visor in polyester, standard cotton 
panels. Hook and loop closure.

CT  
PE

CT  
PE

yourCap
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MH1001

MH1019

MH1014

yourChoice
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MH1017

MH1009
5 panel trucker cap. Pre-curved 
visor. Plastic strap closure.

MH1010
5 panel flat visor trucker cap. 
Flat visor. Plastic strap closure.

MH1017
5 panel trucker cap with  
cotton front panel and  
pre-curved visor, polyester 
mesh. Hook and loop closure.

CT  
ME

MH1017
5 panel trucker cap with cotton 
front panel and pre-curved 
visor, polyester mesh. Hook 
and loop closure.

CT  
ME

yourCap
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MH1022

MH1023

MH1006
Sun cap in cotton  
or polyester material.

CT  
PE

MH1007
Visor cap. Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1023
4 panel Sport cap with  
polyester mesh. Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

MH1022
4 panel Sport cap with  
polyester mesh. Pre-curved visor.  
Hook and loop closure.

yourChoice
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Winterwear
Customize your winter wear  
Prepare for winter with this new collection of 
beanies, scarfs and gloves. Your customer will 
feel comfortably warm wearing your brand.

Woven Hem tag Rubber print With windowWoven label BadgeTassel Embroidery Without window

Options Logo Gift box

Stripes, 
number 
and width

Stripes, 
number 
and width

Logo

PMS colour

Length

PMS colors

Logo Single or 
double layer

Stripes, number 
and width

PMS colour

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

yourCap
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MW1007
Double layer cuff beanie. Neon colours 
with reflective stripes. Acrylic.

MW1001
Double layer beanie. Acrylic.

MW1005
Double layer beanie with 6 seams. 
Acrylic.

MW1002
Double layer cuff beanie. Acrylic.

MW1008
Double layer pom pom beanie. 
Acrylic.

MW1004
Double layer beanie with coloured 
stripes all-over. Acrylic.

MW1003
Double layer beanie with coloured 
trimming. Acrylic.

MW1006
Double layer slouchy beanie. 
Acrylic.

yourCap
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MW1003

MW1001

MW1008

MW1005

MW1004

yourChoice
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Optional gift boxMW3001
Gloves - Adult size.  
Acrylic.

MW3002
Gloves - Kids size.  
Acrylic.

MW2001
Double layer scarf. Acrylic.

MW2003
Single layer scarf. Acrylic.

MW2002
Double layer scarf with coloured 
stripes on both ends. Acrylic.

MW2004
Single layer scarf kids size. Acrylic.

yourCap
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MW2002

MW3001

MW1004

yourChoice
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MW4001

Customize your blanket  
A fleece blanket is always a highly appreciated  
gift, but imagine the impact of a fully customized blanket 
matching your corporate style. Choose your preferred 
colour and add a pattern or even a personalized label. 
Your customers will keep it for years.

Blankets

Minimum order quantity

Material

Personalized 
label

All-over printing

PMS colour

Embroidery

yourChoice
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MW4001
180 gr/m² brushed polar fleece 
blanket with nylon handle.

MW4002
240 gr/m² brushed polar fleece 
blanket with nylon handle.

MW4004
200 gr/m² coral fleece blanket with 
220 gr/m² sherpa on the back side 
with a ribbon and printable card. 

MW4003
280 gr/m² coral fleece  
blanket presented with  
a ribbon and printable card.

yourChoice
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yourUmbrella

Handle material Handle shape

Customize your umbrella  
A promotional umbrella makes for a great 
corporate gift, being both practical and 
stylish. An umbrella is a typical gift that 
people use and may even keep for many 
years. YourUmbrella allows you to choose 
the umbrella size, colour, material, handle 
and opening mechanism. Create it to 
match your style!

Print your umbrella  
Whether you aim for a high impact with a 
full dye sublimation print or a tasteful single 
panel printed umbrella, it can be created 
according to your exact specifications.  

Fiberglass WoodMetal

Shaft

EVA HookWood RubberizedPlastic Straight

FiberglassMetal

Ribs Opening

AutomaticManual

PolyesterPongee

Materials

Panel material  
and colour

All-over printing 
outside

All-over printing 
insideTips material 

and colour

Handle material  
and colour

Opening system

Ribs material 
and colour

Shaft material  
and colour

Size

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

23” 27” 30”

Size

yourUmbrella
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 23”

Available in 190T Polyester (PE) and 190T Pongee (PG) Standard Colours

Metal

MU3001
Metal shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Automatic open.

MU3002
Metal shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Automatic open.

Polyester (PE) Pongee (PG)

MU3003
Fiberglass shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Automatic open.

MU3004
Fiberglass shaft. Fiberglass 
ribs. Automatic open.

Fiberglass

MU3007
Metal shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs and (coloured) hook 
handle. Automatic open.

MU3008
Metal shaft. Fibre glass ribs 
and (coloured) hook handle. 
Automatic open.

Metal

Wood

MU3005
Wooden shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Manual open.

MU3006
Wooden shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Automatic open.

yourUmbrella
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Double layer. Full colour design, 
all-over print on the inside, 

repeated on all 8 panels.

A combination of different artworks on 
the 4 sublimated panels and 4 panels 
printed with a 1 colour silk-screen. 

An all-over 2 colour 
silk-screen printed 
design on 1 panel.

A combination of full-colour 
sublimated panels and a  
1 colour silk-screen printed logo.

yourChoice
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 27”

 30”

 27”

 30”

Metal

MU9001
Metal shaft. Double, black 
plated metal ribs. Manual 
open.

MU9002
Metal shaft. Fibre glass ribs. 
Manual open.

Fiberglass

MU9003
Fiberglass shaft and ribs. 
Manual open. Plastic top.

Metal
MU7001
Metal shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Automatic open.

MU7002
Metal shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Manual open.

MU7003
Metal shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Automatic open.

Fiberglass 
MU7004
Fiberglass shaft.  
Black plated metal ribs. 
Automatic open.

MU7005
Fiberglass shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Manual open.

MU7006
Fiberglass shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Automatic open.

Available in 190T Polyester (PE) and 190T Pongee (PG) Standard Colours Polyester (PE) Pongee (PG)

yourUmbrella
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A combination of alternate 
different coloured panels with 
matching silk-screen printing.

A double layer umbrella  
with coloured fiberglass ribs, 
matching stitching and the 
inside canopy with a full  
colour sublimated print.

An umbrella with multi coloured panels, 
2 different designs with an all-over  

silk-screen print on 8 panels.

yourChoice
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 23”  27”

150

 23”

digiUmbrella

MU7101
Metal shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Automatic open.

We proudly introduce the 
digiUmbrella, designed for  
a full-colour all-over print and 
available from very low quantities! 
It is even available in a square 
shape to allow for any design to  
be printed without interruptions.

MU3103
Metal shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Automatic open. One piece 
of fabric.

MU3101
Metal shaft. Black plated 
metal ribs. Automatic open.

MU3102
Metal shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Automatic open.

MU7106
Fiberglass shaft. Fiberglass ribs. 
Automatic open.

Full customisation options

Coloured hook handle

Minimum order quantity

Standard Colours Polyester (PE) Pongee (PG)

yourUmbrella
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All 8 panels printed  
with digital-sublimation.

All-over print on one piece 
of fabric: no interruptions.

Umbrella with a  
coloured hook handle  
and panels printed with  
digital-sublimation.

yourChoice
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MU2002

MU2001
3 fold. Zinc plated metal 
shaft and ribs. Plastic 
handle with wrist strap. 
Manual closure. Includes 
matching pouch.

MU2002
2 fold. Black plated metal 
shaft and ribs. Plastic 
handle with wrist strap. 
Automatic open. Includes 
matching pouch.

MU2003
2 fold. Black plated metal 
shaft and ribs. Plastic hook 
handle. Automatic open. 
Includes matching pouch.

Standard Colours Polyester (PE) Pongee (PG)

Minimum order quantity

yourUmbrella
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3000

Thickness

Ponchos
Minimum order quantity

Polyester (PE)Standard Colours

MP0020
Foldable poncho with 
hood. 0.020mm PE.
Up to 2 colours 
imprint possible.

MP0025
Foldable poncho with 
hood. 0.025mm PE.
Up to 4 colours  
imprint possible.

MP0015
Foldable poncho with 
hood. 0.015mm PE.
1 colour imprint possible.

29
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MU4001
34 inch beach umbrella with 
matching pouch. Polyester.

Optional parasol base.

MU4002
34 inch beach umbrella with tilt 
and matching pouch. Polyester.

MU4003
40 inch beach umbrella with 
matching pouch. Polyester.

Customize your parasol  
The perfect occasion for your 
logo to shine is on the beach, 
when people are enjoying 
themselves and feel relaxed. 
Choose from a simple logo print 
or a full-colour all-over design.

Parasol 

Minimum order quantity

yourUmbrella
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MU5001 MU5002 MU5003

500

MU5001
Single layer flip-flop  
with PVC strap. 

MU5002
Double layer flip-flop  
with PVC strap. Full colour 
printed upper sole.

MU5003
Triple layer flip-flop with PVC 
strap. Embossed soles.

Options

Your perfect flip flop
Your flip flop can be fully customized 
to match your requirements. Choose 
the colour of the straps and sole and 
top it off with the perfect print. 

Flipflop

Coloured strap Multicolour sole Size

Minimum order quantity

Standard Colours

yourChoice
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yourBag
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Customize your bag  
Select any type of bag as an easy starting point  
of your customization process. Every bag offers  
you a wide range of styles to fit your needs.  
Select a standard colour or any PMS colour for  
the various sections of the bag, straps, zipper, 
pocket etc. You may even choose to add a label 
or laptop padding when applicable. 

The perfect print  
Designing a bag that matches your corporate 
style is only the beginning. Adding the perfect 
print is where you truly add value. A bag is a 
functional item that your customers will use on 
a regular basis and when they do, your logo will 
be on full display. Some bags even allow you to 
choose an all-over print; take the opportunity to 
stand out from the crowd!

Outside Inside Embossed badge

Label

Mix
colours

Zipper strap

Laptop 
padding

Colour handle

Colour zipper

Label

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

yourBag
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MB4004

MB4005

MB4004
Backpack. 600D Polyester.

MB4007
Backpack with zippered front 
compartment. 600D Polyester.

MB4006
Backpack with front compartment. 
600D Polyester.

MB4005
Backpack with zippered front 
compartment. 600D Polyester.

yourBag
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MB4010
Standard size backpack. 
600D polyester.

MB4011
Kids size backpack.  
600D Polyester.

yourChoice
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MB4009MB4012

MB4009
Backpack with front 
compartment and laptop 
pad. 600D Polyester.

MB4008
Backpack with front 
compartment.  
600D Polyester.

MB4012
Backpack.  
600D Polyester.

MBTC01
Trolley cover made of polyester 
and spandex. 4 sizes available. 
Covering 19”-32”.*

MBBC01
Backpack cover made of 210D.  
5 sizes available.  
Covering 35L-80L.*

MBTC02/MBTC03/MBTC04 MBBC02/MBBC03/MBBC04/MBBC05

yourBag
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MB4002
Backpack with laptop pad. 
XL size. 600D Polyester.

MB4001
Backpack.  
600D Polyester.

MB4003
Kids size backpack.  
600D Polyester.

yourChoice
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MB6002
Cosmetic bag with front 
pocket. 600D Polyester.

MB7002
Sport bag with 1 front 
pocket. 600D Polyester.

MB7004
Sport bag with front 
pocket. 600D Polyester.

MB7005
Sport bag with front pocket. 
600D Polyester.

MB7003
Sport bag with detachable 
strap. 600D Polyester.

MB6001
Cosmetic bag with double 
zipper. 600D Polyester.

MB6003
Cosmetic bag.  
600D polyester.

MB6004
PVC cosmetic pouch with 
coloured plastic zipper.

yourBag
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MB7003

MB6003
MB6001

MB6002

MB7005

MB6004

yourChoice
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MB5005

MB5004

MB5001
Document bag.  
600D Polyester.

MB5002
Document bag with  
2 pen loop and keyring.  
600D Polyester.

MB5003
Document bag with front 
pocket. 600D Polyester.

MB5005
Document bag with laptop 
pad and front zipper.  
600D Polyester.

MB5004
Document bag with laptop 
pad and front pocket.  
600D Polyester.

yourBag
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DESIGN THE BAG 
YOU WANT, IT’S 
YOURCHOICE!

yourChoice
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MB3005
Backpack with cord.  
80 gr/m² Non Woven.

MB3001
Backpack with cord.  
210D Polyester.

MB3004
Backpack with cord.  
210D Polyester.

MB3002
Foldable duffle bag.  
210D Polyester.

MB3003
Backpack with zipper  
and mesh pocket.  
210D Polyester.

MB3006
Large drawstring bag.  
210D Polyester.

MB3008
Drawstring bag with front 
pocket. 210D Polyester.

MB3007
Drawstring bag with short 
handles. 210D Polyester.

MB3009
Drawstring cooler  
bag. 210D Polyester  
and 2mm PE foam.

yourBag
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MB3004

MB3001
MB3007

MB3003

MB3005

yourChoice
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MB1001
Foldable travel bag.  
210D Polyester.

MB1004
Foldable triangular bag. 
210D Polyester.

MB1002
Foldable fitness bag.  
210D Polyester.

MB1003
Foldable shopping bag.  
210D Polyester.

MB1005
Foldable backpack.  
210D Polyester.

MB1006
Foldable backpack.  
210D Polyester.

yourBag
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MB1004

MB1005

MB1006

yourChoice
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MB2004

MB3009 MB2005
Wine cooler bag  
with aluminium foil.  
600D Polyester.

MB2001
Cooler bag with 
front pocket.  
600D Polyester.

MB2003
Cooler bag with aluminium 
foil. 80 gr/m² Non Woven.

MB2002
Cooler shopping bag. 
600D Polyester.

MB3009
Drawstring cooler bag.  
210D Polyester and  
2mm PE foam.

MB2004
Cooler bag.  
210D Polyester.

yourBag
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10 L 3,5 L 1,5 L5,8 L 

150

Optional shoulder strap

MB8001
Waterproof bag in PVC. 
Capacity 1.5L.

MB8003
Waterproof bag in PVC. 
Capacity 5.8L.

MB8002
Waterproof bag in PVC. 
Capacity 3.5L.

MB8004
Waterproof bag in PVC. 
Capacity 10L.

Minimum order quantity

yourChoice
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Choose from our basic models and create your reusable bag

Design your shopping bag  
Choose from a range of materials such as 
PP-woven, PET or non-woven to maximise the 
impact of your message and minimise your 
impact on the environment. Additionally,  
you can add an OPP lamination with full-colour 
printing that will give your bag a smooth  
and trendy surface. Entirely reusable,  
your environmentally friendly bag has  
never been so trendy.

PP Woven with lamination

Non Woven Non Woven with lamination

PET with lamination

Materials

Material

Colour 
Trimmings

Handle material
and colourClosure

Photo
Printing

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

yourBag
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MO4070

MO4340

MO4080 MO4120

MO4190MO4880

MO4240
Horizontal shopping bag. 
Size: 40x35x20 cm

MO4070
Horizontal shopping bag. 
Size: 36x32x12 cm

MO4340
Heat sealed horizontal 
shopping bag.* 
Size: 45x35x10 cm

MO4080
Horizontal shopping bag. 
Size: 42x32x16 cm

MO4880
Horizontal shopping bag 
(tubular construction).* 
Size: 45x40x20 cm

MO4120
Horizontal shopping bag. 
Size: 42x32x24 cm

MO4190
XL horizontal shopping bag. 
Size: 90x36x35 cm 

Heat seal Tubular

yourChoice
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MO4230 MO4310 MO4030

MO4050 MO4330 MO4060

MO4230
Vertical shopping bag. 
Size: 30x35x15 cm

MO4050
Vertical shopping bag. 
Size: 32x40x9 cm

MO4060
Vertical shopping bag. 
Size: 40x45x17 cm

MO4330
Heat sealed vertical shopping bag.* 
Size: 30x38x10 cm

MO4030
Flat Shopping bag. 
Size: 37x41 cm

MO4310
Heat sealed flat shopping 
bag (punch handle).* 
Size: 25x35 cm

MO4320
Heat sealed flat shopping 
bag (punch handle).* 
Size: 30x40 cm

Heat seal

Heat seal

yourBag
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MO4210 MO4220

MO4100MO4010

MO4010
Document bag. 
Size: 36x26x10 cm

MO4210
Cooler bag. 
Size: 34x34x17 cm

MO4090
Cooler bag. 
Size: 21x15x17 cm

MO4220
Cooler bag. 
Size: 42x36x20 cm

MO4100
Cooler bag. 
Size: 32x22x24 cm

yourChoice
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MO4640

yourBag  
  Paper
Customize your paper bag 
A paper bag is a great way to show  
you care. This environmentally friendly  
bag can be fully customized to promote 
your brand, while staying true to your 
values. Choose your material, from Kraft  
to recycled paper, to fit your needs.

Black handleKraft white Kraft Eco 100% Recycled Coated Paper Colored paper handle

Material Handle

Material

Printing

Colour handle

Size

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

yourBag
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MO4610

MO4660

MO4620

MO4630

MO4650

MO4610
Vertical paper bag with twisted 
paper handle. Short handles.
Size: 25x32x11 cm

MO4620
Vertical paper bag with twisted 
paper handle. Short handles.
Size: 32x40x12 cm

MO4630
Vertical paper bag with twisted 
paper handle. Short handles.
Size: 32x39x17 cm

MO4640
Vertical paper bag with twisted 
paper handle. Short handles.
Size: 35x41x14 cm

MO4650
Vertical paper bag with twisted 
paper handle. Short handles.
Size: 45x48x16 cm

MO4660
Horizontal paper bag with twisted 
paper handle. Short handles.
Size: 54x44x14 cm

yourChoice
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yourLanyard

250

Customize your lanyard  
Customizing a lanyard has never been so easy. Take your pick 
from the available models and choose the width, colour and 
printing technique to create your perfect corporate lanyard.

Your choice of print  
Complete your customized lanyard by adding your logo. 
Choose between a silkscreen, an all-over sublimation  
or a woven print to create the perfect look. Available from  
only 250 pieces.

Printing techniques Standard colours

Woven  |  Silkscreen  |  Sublimation Flat Polyester Fine Polyester

2,0 cm 2,5 cm1,5 cm

Width

Swivel buckleEgg hook

Optional accessories

Badge holder

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

54

yourLanyard
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Full-colour 
sublimation

Woven 
logoRPET 

material

ML1005
Metal hook. 
Detachable buckle. 
Safety breakaway. 
Woven polyester.

ML1104
Metal hook.  
Fine polyester  
for sublimation.

ML1004
Metal hook. 
Detachable buckle. 
Safety breakaway. 
Fine polyester 
(sublimation).

ML1003
Metal hook. 
Detachable buckle. 
Safety breakaway. 
RPET.

ML1102
Metal hook. 
Detachable buckle. 
Flat polyester.

ML1002
Metal hook. 
Detachable buckle. 
Safety breakaway. 
Flat polyester.

ML1101
Metal hook.  
Flat polyester.

ML1001
Metal hook.  
Loop closure.  
Flat polyester.

yourChoice
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ML1006
Round Lanyard.  
Metal hook. Metal clamp. 
Round Safety breakaway. 
Woven polyester.

ML1010
Short round 
lanyard with 
woven label and 
metal ring.  
Woven polyester.

ML1011
Carabiner with 
polyester strap.

ML1012
Polyester bracelet.

ML1009
Round lanyard with 
woven label and metal 
ring. Woven polyester.

ML1007
Round lanyard with PVC 
badge and metal ring. 
Woven polyester.

ML1008
Short round 
lanyard with  
PVC badge and 
metal ring.  
Woven polyester.

56
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500

ML2001

ML2004

ML2005

Let your logo travel the world while 
protecting your customers personal 
belongings. A functional item that will 
be much appreciated.

Travel comfortably with a nice all-over 
printed neck pillow. No printing limitations, 
so let your imagination run free.

MLNP02
Travel pillow, one side soft fleece and on the 
other spandex material. Micro bead filling.

MLNP01
Travel pillow, both sides spandex. 
Micro bead filling.

Luggage 
Straps

Pillows

Minimum order quantity

Minimum order quantity

ML2001
Luggage strap in polyester.

ML2004
Full colour luggage strap in fine 
polyester (sublimation).

ML2005
Woven luggage strap in polyester.

Standard colours

Standard colours

Flat Polyester Fine Polyester

yourChoice
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The usb specialist  
A new version of USB sticks, updated to 3.0, with  
a transfer speed up to 10 times faster than previous 
models. With increased bandwidth and power 
management. Models in optional 3.0 version  
can be distinguished by the blue colour coding.

Available memory from 1 GB to 32 GB.

Optional boxes

4 standard presentation 
boxes included in the price

Packaging with stand

5 special  
presentation boxes

Accessories

Key ring 2Key ring 1 Lanyard

No set up/  
origination charges

Data upload services

Free standard  
presentation box

Free printing  
3 colours / 1 position USB setting services

Free colour customisation from 
500 pcs subject to model

Minimum order quantity

58
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USB
2.0 MO1109

yourChoice
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USB
3.0

USB
2.0

MO1001 MO1301USB
2.0

USB
3.0

MO1102 MO1312USB
2.0

USB
3.0 MO1101 MO1311USB

2.0
USB
3.0

60
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MO6001USB
2.0

MO1036 MO1201 MO1106 MO1306USB
2.0

USB
3.0

Choose a standard
colour or your own PMS

Casing

Clip

yourChoice
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MiniMO1059
85x55x3 mm

MO1092
Ø 43x3 mm

MO1159
84x52x3 mm
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MO1110

Lanyard-USB stick

Choose a standard 
colour or your own PMS

yourChoice
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MO1089MO1114

MO1068DomingMO1067Doming MO1065DomingMO6003
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MO1049MiniMO1108 MO1091MO1013

MO1111Mini MO1112Mini MO1113Mini

yourChoice
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MO1003 MO1007MO1005 MO1021

MO1082 MO1020 MO1008 MO1055

MO1093 MO1107
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yourMemory



Optional box Packaging with stand

yourChoice
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Customized
yourMemory

100

USB Memory Sticks are still one of the markets hottest 
promotional. We are giving you the possibility of 
going one step further, offering a personalization 
service to reflect your logo or corporate identity. 
Thanks to the versatility of soft PVC, the creative 
possibilities within your reach are endless.

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

No set up /  
origination charges

Data upload services

Free standard  
presentation box

USB setting services
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500

Personalize your cable by playing with colours and prints to create the perfect 
look. Your customers will gladly bring your cable everywhere, to safe them from 
any loss of power or to share pictures and data with their friends.

Minimum order quantity

MC1002
Flat data transfer 
and charging cable. 

MC1003
Round data transfer 
and charging cable.

MC1001
Full colour printed 
data transfer and 
charging cable. 

PMS colour cable
Different colour 
front and back Printing plug

Options

Certified Apple® adapter

Standard colours plug

MC1001 - MC1002 MC1003

Full-colour 
printing cable

Colour plug

MC1PV1
3D customized 
data transfer and 
charging cable set.  
2 micro USB to USB.

MC1PV2
MC1PV3
MC1PV4
MC1PV5

Cables

yourChoice
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yourPowerBank
50

Design your customized PowerBank  
To stay connected all day, we need more 
power than can usually be supplied by our 
various phones, tablets and other electronic 
devices. A way to offer a trendy solution is 
to supply your customers with an additional 
power source: the personalised PowerBank. 

Real input and output

A grade batteries

High quality IC

Over charge and 
discharge protection

Short circuit 
protection

Minimum order quantity
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MO5007
ABS casing power bank with 
rubberized finish. 8000 mAh.

MO5007
ABS casing power bank with 
rubberized finish. 4000 mAh.

MO5107
All-over printed power bank  
in ABS casing. 4000 mAh.

MO5107
All-over printed power bank  
in ABS casing. 8000 mAh.
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MO5008
Power bank with bedside lamp. 
ABS casing. 4400 mAh / 6000 mAh.

MO5010
Power bank in aluminium casing. 
10000 mAh.

MO5011
All-over printed power bank  
in aluminium casing.  
2000 mAh / 2600 mAh.*

MO5009
Aluminium power bank  
with rubberized finish.  
2000 mAh / 2600 mAh.*
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MO5013

MO5012

MO5003
ABS casing power bank with 
rubberized finish. 4000 mAh.

MO5006
Power bank in ABS casing.  
3600 mAh.

MO5012
Power bank in ABS casing.  
2500 mAh.

MO5013
2 in 1 device: USB and power bank 
in ABS casing. 8GB / 2500 mAh.

yourChoice
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Customized
yourPowerBank

MO5001

MO5002
Power bank in ABS casing with display. 
4000 mAh / 4400 mAh / 5200 mAh.

MO5001
Power bank in ABS casing.  
2000 mAh / 2200 mAh / 2600 mAh.

MO5005
Power bank in ABS casing.  
2000 mAh / 2200 mAh / 2600 mAh.

MO5004
Power bank in ABS casing.  
2000 mAh / 2200 mAh / 2600 mAh.

MO5000
ABS casing power bank with 
rubberized finish. 2000 mAh.
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Customized
yourPowerBank

100

MO5PV3
Cylinder base
Minimum customized size: 100x26 mm dia.
2200 mAh

MO5PV1
Square base
Minimum customized size: 63x60x18 mm
2000 mAh

MO5PV2
Rectangle base
Minimum customized size: 94x38x18 mm
2200 mAh

Personalise your PowerBank with a unique customised 
PowerBank sleeve. The versatility of the soft PVC material 
allows you to produce different designs and is one of the 
hottest items in the promotional product marketplace. 
A creative design will reinforce your brand. Choose from 
three different models.  

Minimum order quantity

Full customisation options

yourChoice
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yourNote

250

Design your customized notebook  
A personalised notebook is one of the 
best promotional products, the perfect 
surface for your message. Take your 
notebook to the next level and choose 
the features that best suit your logo: a 
full range of colours, the cover material, 
matching bookmark ribbons, lined 
paper, a spiral college book... there are 
so many different options to choose.

Elastic band Ribbon  
multiple colours

Pen holder Paper wrap Full colour on the 
 inside and back cover

Document pocketFull colour page imprint  
with coated paper of 150 gr.

Customized options

Layout paper

Full colour 
printing

PU leather colours Layout options

PU leatherPaper

Material

Size

BlankLined Squared

Minimum order quantity

Outside cover

Elastic band

Paper wrap

Colour ribbon
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HardcoverSoftcover

HAPUA6
A6 size PU-leather 
notebook hard 
cover. 80 pages. 
110x154 mm (closed).

HAPUS5
Special sized  
PU-leather notebook 
hard cover. 80 pages. 
130x211 mm (closed).

HAPUA5
A5 size PU-leather 
notebook hard 
cover. 80 pages. 
153x216 mm (closed).

SOPUS4
Special sized PU-leather 
notebook soft cover. 
80 pages. 185x245 mm 
(closed).

SOPUA5
A5 size PU-leather 
notebook soft cover. 
80 pages. 148x210 mm 
(closed).

yourChoice
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NoteA6
A6 Size. 80 pages. 
111x154 mm (closed)

NoteA5
A5 Size. 80 pages. 
154x216 mm (closed)

NoteA4
A4 Size. 80 pages.  
216x303 mm (closed)
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RINGA4
A4 size college book.  
80 pages, 216x303 mm  
(closed).

RINGA5
A5 size college book.  
80 pages, 154x216 mm  
(closed).

RINGA6
A6 size college book.  
80 pages, 111x154 mm  
(closed).

yourChoice
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250

COMB01

Customised paper solutions  
Bright colours, different shapes and sizes. 
With our quality paper gifts you can be 
present throughout the entire year. Useful 
items that will help your customer be more 
organised, from sticky notes to calendars, 
highly visible objects that are perfect to 
display your logo. 

Digital CMYKOffset CMYK-Pantone

Printing techniques

Silkscreen  
(only for the CuboNotes)

Paper colour options

White Recycled 
white

Pastel colours Neon colours

Full colour printing

Paper colour

Minimum order quantity
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yourChoice
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c

b

a

c

c

c

b

b

b

b

a

a

a
a

a

b

COMB01
ComboNote Hard Cover, 106x77 mm (closed)
a. 100 sheets | b. 25 sheets | c. 20 markers x 5

COMB04
ComboNote hard cover. 106x77 mm (closed).
a. 50 sheets | b. 15 (paper) makers x 4

COMB02
ComboNote Soft Cover, 100x75 mm (closed)
a. 50 sheets | b. 25 sheets | c. 20 markers x 5

COMB05
ComboNote House hard cover. 110x118x102 mm.
a. 550 non-adhesive sheets | b. 50 sheets | c. 20 markers x 5

COMB03
ComboNote soft cover. 50x72 mm (closed).
a. 50 sheets | b. 20 markers x 5

COMB06
ComboNote Block hard cover. 115x87x62 mm.
a. 450 non-adhesive sheets | b. 50 sheets | c. 20 markers x 5
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CAL004
CalendoNote soft cover with printed calendar.  
150x175 mm (closed).

CAL002
CalendoNote Hard Cover, 
211x194 mm (closed),  
12 calendar sheets.

CAL001
CalendoNote Soft Cover, 150x175 mm (closed), 
12 calendar sheets.

CAL003
CalendoNote Small Hard Cover, 127x151 mm (closed), 
12 calendar sheets.

yourChoice
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a

COMB07
ComboNote Block soft cover. 
95x95x33 mm. 
a. 300 non-adhesive sheets

PPCB01
CuboNote 
90x90x90 mm

PPCB02
CuboNote 
90x90x45 mm

NPADA4
A4 size writing pad.  
210x297mm. 50 sheets.

NPADA5
A5 size writing pad.  
148x210 mm. 50 sheets.

NPADA6
A6 size writing pad.  
105x148 mm. 50 sheets.
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SNS250
StickoNote Soft Cover, 
100x72 mm (closed) 
50 sheets

SNS200
StickoNote Soft Cover, 
100x72 mm (closed) 
100 sheets

SN0125
StickoNote Square, 
72x72 mm. 25 sheets

SN0150
StickoNote Square,  
72x72 mm. 50 sheets

SN0100
StickoNote Square, 
72x72 mm. 100 sheets

SNCD50
StickoNote Customized 
50 sheets

SNCD25
StickoNote Customized 
25 sheets

SNCD00
StickoNote Customized 
100 sheets

SN0225
StickoNote Standard, 
100x72 mm 
25 sheets

SN0250
StickoNote Standard, 
100x72 mm 
50 sheets

SN0200
StickoNote Standard, 
100x72 mm 
100 sheets

yourChoice
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500

MK1001

MK1001

MK1002

MK1002

Keyrings

MK1001
2D customised PVC 
keyring. Design on 1 side. 

MK1003
3D customised PVC keyring. 

The keyring is ‘The’ accessory we all need. Why not create the keychain 
of your own choice? Full customization is available! Use the versatility of 
the soft rubber PVC material to create a three-dimensional keyring fully 
representing  your design.

Minimum order quantity

K2K1

Optional keyrings

Full customisation options

Size

Ring

Colour

MK1002
2D customised PVC keyring. 
Design on both sides. 

Shape
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500

MT1001
Rectangular PVC luggage 
tag with customized 
design. 65x104x6 mm.

MT1002
Rectangular PVC luggage 
tag with customized 
design. 65x80x6 mm.

MT1003
Customized shape  
PVC luggage tag. 

Luggage Tags
People always like to add a personal touch to their luggage. To stand out or just 
to add their address details in case it gets lost. You can now help your customer 
while at the same time promoting your own brand, just by creating your 
customized luggage tag. 

Minimum order quantity

Size

Colour

Shape

Colour Strap

Full customisation options

yourChoice
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yourAntiStress

500

MA1012

Help your customers relax with your 
personalized anti-stress item. Choose your 
model, colour, size and shape and add 
your logo or even a full-colour print on our 
newly added anti-stress ball.

Minimum order quantity

Printing

Standard colours

Shape

Colour

Size
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MA1008
85x57 mm

MA1009
dia. 63 mm

MA1010
dia. 63 mm*

MA1011
dia. 63 mm*

MA1007
dia. 63 mm

MA1003
dia. 55 mm

MA1006
dia. 63 mm

MA1005
dia. 63 mm

MA1004
dia. 63 mm

MA1012
Anti-stress ball full colour 

design. dia. 63 mm.*

MA1002
dia. 63 mm

MA1001
dia. 70 mm

yourChoice
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MA2018
84x72x45 mm

MA2019
76x60x70 mm*

MA2013
98x43x53 mm*

MA2021
45x113 mm

MA2010
140x122x60 mm*

MA2014
119x61x46 mm*

MA2011
90x48x74 mm*

MA2015
dia. 80x30 mm*

MA2012
132x35x45 mm*

MA2016
100x48x32 mm*

MA2020
80x107x45 mm*

MA2017
85x20x125 mm*
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MA2001
55x55x55 mm

MA2002
40x40x40 mm

MA2008
125x57x47 mm*

MA2005
52x90 mm

MA2009
90x72x60 mm*

MA2007
52x43x78 mm*

MA2004
50x100 mm*

MA2003
78x78x32 mm

MA2006
57x60 mm

MA3001
dia. 40 mm

MA3002
dia. 40 mm

MA3003
dia. 40 mm

MA3004
dia. 40 mm

MA3005
dia. 35x55 mm

MA3006
dia. 40 mm

MA3007
44x42x27 mm

yourChoice
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Compliance & Quality Commitment

Alphabetical Product Index

Because we care as much as you do 
about the importance of giving away 
a gift that meets all relevant quality 
requirements, safety is our priority.
 
Our goal is to provide you with 
promotional products which are 
consistently safe, socially compliant 
and environmentally respectful. It is our 
obligation towards today’s consumers 
and for future generations.
 
We work with a dedicated Quality 
Control Department both in Europe 
and Asia and a strict Quality Assurance 
Policy to guarantee consistent quality  
of all our processes and products. 
You may also be interested to know 
that our products comply with the 
following directives and have passed 
the corresponding testing. 

Additionally, we count on the support 
of third party external agencies 
to ensure that the testing carried 
out provides validation that we 
are working to best quality, social 
compliance responsibility standards 
from internationally recognised 
agencies. Our company participates 
in the Business Social Compliance 
Initiative (BSCI). As a BSCI Participant, 
our company is committed to the 
values and principles set out in the 
BSCI Code of Conduct and to meeting, 
within our sphere of influence, our 
responsibility to respect human rights In 
this regard, it remains fundamental to 
our company’s approach to integrate 
the BSCI Code of Conduct, when doing 
business with all our partners regardless 
of where they source in the world. 

Anti-stress items 88-91
Backpack covers 36
Backpacks 34-37,44,45
Bags 32-53
Beanies 12-15
Blankets 18,19
Bracelets 56
Cables 69

Calendars 83
Caps 4-11
College books 79
Cooler bags 46,51
Cosmetic bags 38,39
Document bags 40,51
Drawstring bags 42,43
Fleece blankets 18,19

Flip flops 31
Foldable bags 44,45,50
Gloves 16
Keyrings 86
Lanyards 54-56,63
Luggage straps 57
Luggage tags 87
Notebooks 76-79

Paper bags 52,53
Paper solutions 80-85
Parasols 30
Pillows 57
Ponchos 29
Power banks 70-75
Scarfs 16
Shopping bags 44,48-51

Sports bags 38,39
Stress items 88-91
Travel items 57,87
Trolley covers 36
Umbrellas 20-28
USB memory sticks 58-68
Waterproof bags 47

(*) These items are subject to a different minimum order quantity.
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yourChoice

Printing techniques

Laser engraving

Sublimation Transfer screen

Screen-printing DomingDigital Printing

Embossing Embroidery




